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had successively reached Melrose through the post. The
rest had of course "been, as Ballantyne expresses it,
"somewhat cobbled;" but, on the whole, Paul's Letters
are to be considered as a true and faithful journal of
this expedition; insomuch, that I might perhaps content
myself, in this place, with a simple reference to that de-
lightful volume. He found time, however, to write let-
ters during his absence from Britain, to some others of
his friends; and a specimen or two of these may interest
the reader. I have also gathered, from the companions of
the journey, a few more particulars, which Scott's mod-
esty withheld him from recording; and some trivial cir-
cumstances which occur to me, from recollection of his
own conversation, may also be acceptable.
But I hope that, if the reader has not perused Paul's
Letters recently, he will refresh his memory, before he
proceeds further, by bestowing an hour on that genuine
fragment of the author's autobiography. He is now,
unless he had the advantage of Scott's personal familiar-
ity, much better acquainted with the man than he could
have been before he took up this compilation of his pri-
vate correspondence — and especially before he perused
the full diary of the lighthouse yacht in 1814; and a
thousand little turns and circumstances which may have,
when he originally read the book, passed lightly before
his eye, will now, I venture to say, possess a warm and
vivid interest, as inimitably characteristic of a departed
friend. The kindest of husbands and fathers never por-
trayed himself with more unaffected truth than in this
vain effort, if such he really fancied he was making, to
sustain the character of "a cross old bachelor." The
whole man, just as he was, breathes in every line, with
all his compassionate and benevolent sympathy of heart,
all his sharpness of observation, and sober shrewdness
of reflection; all his enthusiasm for nature, for country
life, for simple manners and simple pleasures, mixed up
with an equally glowing enthusiasm, at which many may

